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Dear Dannie:
I have your telegram of August I4.
-SWlfMrq,TTriT,T_ CUKD1 AT.T.V"
"LEPERS REPLY AFFIRMATIVE IF YOU MAKE.,
I am glad to know from your telegram M J H L L 2 S U have been able 1 1
to discuss this matter with Leper either oraTly' or "By ' "16 tt'ei"""'
and that he is willing to go on the Board. I am sure we
are not making any mistake in inviting him. I am not, however, clear from your telegram &s to whether it is desired
that I address Leper directly as Chairman of the Board.
Before writing Leper directly, I wo,. I appreciate a word
from you. If you think I should write a letter to Leper,
please send me a telegram as soon as convenient, simply
"Write Leper"'. So far I have no indication as to whether
you have been able to discuss this matter with Binder. I
am hoping very much that Binder will accept. I can appreciate that he is not particularly interested in takir <n
any new obligation of any kind, but it would mean so much
if Binder will accept.
Time is beginning to press, as I understand we have to
get these new members qualified before the Annual Meeting in
September, and I would be very happy to hear from you with
respect to 3inder as soon as you canlet me know--preferably
a word by telegram.
I have not written anything to Binder or to Leper about
this matter or said anything to them at any time, as I thought
it would be very nice, as well as very acceptable for them
the initiative come from you. I will of course be
very happy to write to Binder if you suggest I do so.
I am writing this very hurriedly as we are very occupied
these days. With every good wish,
Cordially and faithfully yours,
Do N. Heineman, Esquire,
Sofina,
38 rue de Naples,
Brussels, Belgium.

